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This compelling memoir follows the author’s journey as he and his wife, Laquita, sample

retirement, build a traditional wooden sailboat, and enjoy amazing sailing adventures-—and

misadventures—along the beautiful threatened reefs and cayes of Belize.Along the way, Bill

and Laquita learn to navigate the “island time”culture, experience living off-the-grid, work

alongside a master boat builder, and explore the waters and local treasures of this incredible

sailing paradise.Bill’s chronicle highlights two endangered treasures: the art and craft of

constructing traditional wooden boats, and the pleasure of exploring healthy coral reefs.

Ultimately, this personal, engaging narrative aims to capture readers’ hearts and generate

further interest in saving these irreplaceable resources before it’s too late.

Praise for The Broken Places “Ace Atkins’ killing honestly sets a new standard for Southern

crime novels.”—Marilyn Stasio, The New York Times Book Review “Ace Atkins’ Quinn Colson

novels have been exceptional from the start...whether readers are new to the series or fans

from the start, The Broken Places will touch them the way all great novels do, profoundly.”—

Shelf Awareness “The action is stark and gripping, the Southern locale suitably atmospheric

and the bevy of characters convincing.”—The Houston Chronicle “Atkins continues to combine

sturdy character studies with an action-packed tale about the contemporary issues of war

veterans and small-town corruption...The Broken Places again shows what a powerful

storyteller Atkins is.”—Tulsa World “Atkins’ voice is graceful and tense...Atkins’ habit-forming

series [shares] a tremendous sense of (rural) place and powerfully nuanced characterization

with those of James Lee Burke, Craig Johnson, and C. J. Box.”—Booklist “A high-tension thriller

with a hero to rival Jack Reacher.”—Kirkus Reviews “Supercool. ‘Manly’ writing akin to Elmore

Leonard’s Detroit Westerns.”—Library JournalMore Praise For Ace Atkins’s Quinn Colson

Series“In Quinn Colson, bestselling author Ace Atkins has created an American hero in a time

when we need him.”—C. J. Box “Ace Atkins’s Quinn Colson series is, quite simply, the best in

crime fiction today—and also so much more. With a rich cast of characters, and a hero we can

count on, these are tales of morality and desperation, of shocking violence and the enduring

resilience of family and community. And the emotional places they take us make them

unforgettable.”—Megan Abbott “Quinn Colson is my kind of guy. I would follow him anywhere.”—

Lee Child “Atkins finds his natural-born storytellers everywhere. It’s all music to these ears.”—

Marilyn Stasio, The New York Times Book ReviewAbout the AuthorAce Atkins is the New York

Times bestselling author of the Quinn Colson novels, the first two of which—The

Ranger and The Lost Ones—were nominated for the Edgar Award for Best Novel (he also has

a third Edgar nomination for his short story, “Last Fair Deal Gone Down”). In addition, he is the

author of several New York Times bestselling novels in the continuation of Robert B. Parker’s

Spenser series. Before turning to fiction, he was a correspondent for the St. Petersburg Times,

a crime reporter for the Tampa Tribune, and, in college, played defensive end for the

undefeated Auburn University football team (for which he was featured on the cover of Sports

Illustrated). He lives in Oxford, Mississippi. --This text refers to the paperback edition.From

BooklistQuinn Colson, Afghanistan War veteran turned hometown sheriff, returns for a third

tale of crime fighting in Jericho, Mississippi, with criminals and natural disasters competing to

wreak the greatest damage. Trouble has crept into Quinn’s private life via his sister, Caddy,

who has dived headlong into a relationship with recently pardoned murderer Jamey Dixon.



Dixon, ordained a minister through a prison theology program, is preaching redemption at his

new church, but many locals are skeptical. Before long, Dixon’s return threatens the entire

community. Two of his prison buddies escape, determined to retrieve the fortune they’re

convinced Dixon has stolen from them. At the same time, Jericho is hammered by a storm that

shields the escapees and challenges Quinn to emerge as the community’s leader. Atkins’ voice

is graceful and tense as he portrays Jericho’s residents facing human and natural threats with

a certainty that their community will prevail. Readers’-advisory opportunities abound with

Atkins’ habit-forming series, which shares a tremendous sense of (rural) place and powerfully

nuanced characterization with those of James Lee Burke, Craig Johnson, and C. J. Box. --

Christine Tran --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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WatercolorsABOUT THE AUTHORAcknowledgmentsI would like to express my appreciation to

my wife, Laquita, for imagining and creating our retirement adventure, for, her zealous

research, enthusiasm for adventure, talent for making the adventure fun, and for her

tremendous help in writing this book.I want to also thank friends and family who both

contributed to the book and offered their support, including Dylan, Ian, Jaclyn, Allie, Sophia,

Lily, Steve, Debbie, Frances, and Avery.Special thanks to Jaclyn for her help with writing and

proofreading and Dylan for his wonderful watercolors and graphics.Chapter OneRetiring in

BelizeT he perfect retirement dream for most serious sailors is affordable beachfront property

on fabulous cruising grounds. For my wife, Laquita, and me, the wish list included sandy white

beaches, palm trees dancing in the breeze, gin-colored water, plentiful coral reefs teeming with

vibrant fish and tasty lobsters, beach bars with sunset views, and remote islands to explore.

With this idyllic vision in our minds and retirement looming a few years ahead on the horizon,

we began our odyssey for our piece of paradise.After selling my management consulting firm

based in Louisiana, I had arranged to be away for a good portion of the upcoming four years,

alternating with periods in the United States to help with the succession plan. Perfect . . . that

gave Laquita and me four years to figure out where we wished to establish a place to retire

after the succession period was complete, and to narrow down what we wanted to do with the

rest of our lives. The succession arrangement allowed us to be away from work for up to six

months out of the year, with a lot of flexibility about when we took off. We spent much of this

non-working time researching, exploring, and making retirement-related decisions.Initially,

Laquita spent months scouring the internet and poring through books to pinpoint exactly where

we might want to retire. Mexico, Costa Rica, Italy, and Belize all have thriving communities of

expats from the United States who have found their own retirement paradise. The criteria of our

search included the possibility of dual citizenship, beachfront property pricing, cost of living,

health care options, safety, and recreational diversity. Additionally, we wanted to actually own

the beachfront property if we purchased it. (In some countries, you get certain rights to the

property but not ownership.)Ultimately our search led us to Belize, a nation on the eastern

coast of Central America, with Caribbean Sea shorelines to the east. With unexploited cruising



grounds on the coast, Belize is a sailors’ paradise. Offshore, the massive Belize Barrier Reef is

dotted with hundreds of low-lying islands called cayes, which host rich marine life such as

loggerhead turtles, spiny lobsters, whale sharks, and countless species of fish. In the western

interior, Belize’s jungle areas are home to Mayan ruins dating back centuries and luscious

rainforests that are home to exotic species like the macaw, jaguars, boas, and howler

monkeys.Swaying palms, gentle breezes, crystal-clear water, and white sandy beaches in

Belize.Laquita and I love to snorkel and fish around beautiful thriving reefs, and the pristine

coral reef in Belize runs the entire length of the country. We decided that we wanted to fully

experience it sooner rather than later in case it eventually falls victim to pollution, cruise ships,

and other environmental issues. To our delight, we discovered that some of the more remote

areas of Belize offered beachfront properties that were still very affordable.Belize is an English-

speaking country[1] and that appealed to us. In the past, we had spent hours trying to learn

new languages on other travels, and we were ready to admit that we did not achieve this easily.

Today, Belize is a mix of cultures that harmoniously coexist, including Creoles (a mix of African

and English), Mestizo (a mixture of Spanish and Indian), Maya, Garifuna, Mennonites of

German descent, and Chinese. It encourages expats to move to the country by allowing them

ownership of property, including beachfront, and providing an easy pathway to

citizenship.Relaxing in laid-back Caye Caulker.Laquita and I made a number of exploratory

trips to Belize. Due to our succession arrangement, we were able to make several one-, two-,

or even three-month trips each year. To search for beachfront property and immerse ourselves

in Belizean culture, we explored Belize from north to south by car, boat, and bus. We spent

time on the beautiful beaches of Ambergris Caye and Caye Caulker, which cater to tourists

from all over the world. We explored as far south as the quaint but growing peninsula of

Placencia, which includes a large population of expats and the village of Monkey River, home

of howler monkeys and a population of about 200 villagers. We stayed in the rainforest of

western Belize with its jungles and Mayan temples. Traveling north, we visited the Corozal area

and the fishing village of Sarteneja. As we visited the different regions of the country, we

learned firsthand how welcoming the people of Belize truly are.Visiting one of the Mayan

temples located in the jungles in western Belize.Scenic lunches in the beautiful tropical rain

forest.Back home in Louisiana, we used the internet to search for properties we thought we

might like to check out. After our search we contacted a real estate consultant in Belize City

and arranged to see two beachfront properties south of the village of Monkey River in southern

Belize; we also made arrangements to see property in the northern village of Sarteneja.

Grabbing our passports, we traveled back to Belize to view these properties firsthand.For this

trip, we flew to Belize City. Our agent had recommended a particular hotel, and we were

surprised to find that it was in a rather dicey area of Belize City. Dogs barked outside our

window all night, and we slept quite poorly. It is probably the only place in Belize where we ever

worried about the safety of the location. Belize City is prone to the same kinds of crime as most

larger cities, and it does require a certain awareness. During later trips to Belize City, we

arranged to stay in a safer part of town.In the morning, we checked out of the hotel. Our agent

picked us up, and we drove for several hours to the village of Monkey River, where she had

hired a boat to take us to see the two beachfront properties in the southern part of Belize. We

liked the fact that they were totally off the grid, but neither property appealed to us that much.

Both parcels of land were directly south of the village of Monkey River, in a very remote and

unpopulated area. The properties also looked a little low and had some marsh directly behind

the beach.Laquita and I said goodbye to our agent, and then our hired boat took us on a ten-

minute ride to Steppingstones, a fishing charter/lodge that we had found previously on the



internet. Steppingstones was a wonderful surprise, and as you will see, it played a key role in

our future.Sue and Chris Harris, our hosts, built Steppingstones in 2005 after they sold their

business in England (Harris Angling) in order to start a new life in Belize. During the time of our

stay, it operated as a lodge for those wanting to experience a beautiful remote beach with

access to world-class fishing charters and local fishing expertise. Sue and Chris had boated-in

all the materials to build their house, two cabanas, a caretaker cottage, and a boat pier

complete with a palapa, an open-sided structure with a thatched roof made of palm

leaves.Steppingstones in Englishtown is only accessible by boat and is surrounded by jungle.
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we might like to check out. After our search we contacted a real estate consultant in Belize City

and arranged to see two beachfront properties south of the village of Monkey River in southern

Belize; we also made arrangements to see property in the northern village of Sarteneja.

Grabbing our passports, we traveled back to Belize to view these properties firsthand.For this

trip, we flew to Belize City. Our agent had recommended a particular hotel, and we were

surprised to find that it was in a rather dicey area of Belize City. Dogs barked outside our

window all night, and we slept quite poorly. It is probably the only place in Belize where we ever

worried about the safety of the location. Belize City is prone to the same kinds of crime as most

larger cities, and it does require a certain awareness. During later trips to Belize City, we

arranged to stay in a safer part of town.In the morning, we checked out of the hotel. Our agent

picked us up, and we drove for several hours to the village of Monkey River, where she had

hired a boat to take us to see the two beachfront properties in the southern part of Belize. We

liked the fact that they were totally off the grid, but neither property appealed to us that much.

Both parcels of land were directly south of the village of Monkey River, in a very remote and

unpopulated area. The properties also looked a little low and had some marsh directly behind

the beach.Laquita and I said goodbye to our agent, and then our hired boat took us on a ten-

minute ride to Steppingstones, a fishing charter/lodge that we had found previously on the

internet. Steppingstones was a wonderful surprise, and as you will see, it played a key role in

our future.Sue and Chris Harris, our hosts, built Steppingstones in 2005 after they sold their

business in England (Harris Angling) in order to start a new life in Belize. During the time of our

stay, it operated as a lodge for those wanting to experience a beautiful remote beach with

access to world-class fishing charters and local fishing expertise. Sue and Chris had boated-in

all the materials to build their house, two cabanas, a caretaker cottage, and a boat pier

complete with a palapa, an open-sided structure with a thatched roof made of palm

leaves.Steppingstones in Englishtown is only accessible by boat and is surrounded by

jungle.Staying at Steppingstones gave us a chance to get a feel for living off the grid. They

certainly had a beautiful place, and Sue and Chris explained their daily life to us in detail.

Everything electrical was powered by solar energy and a diesel generator. They collected

rainwater in huge drums during the rainy season and, since it was the only source of water,

took careful steps to make it last throughout the dry season. All purchases, from groceries to

propane, required a trip by boat to Placencia, which took one hour to reach in a skiff. Although

they didn’t sugarcoat the hardships of building and living off the grid, Laquita and I agreed that

they made it seem possible.At Steppingstones, we stayed in a cabana right on the water with a

lovely screened porch. The place was a tropical paradise, with tropical foliage, a nice dock and

palapa, beautiful isolated beaches, and kayaks for exploring the surroundings. This section of

land, located a short distance from the village of Monkey River, was called Englishtown, and it

was inhabited by our hosts Sue and Chris; an American couple, Wilma and Dennis; and Craig



Pearlman, a young expat from New Jersey. Each of the three properties had a caretaker living

on-site. The houses were spread out with lots of jungle between them, connected by a nice

path along the beach and through the jungle.While we were in Englishtown, Chris and Sue

showed us a couple of nearby properties that were for sale. Each property was undeveloped

and consisted mostly of jungle fauna, but they had beautiful beachfronts. Laquita and I agreed

that they each had great potential, and we started the process of trying to contact the

owners.Staying at Steppingstones in Englishtown was very enjoyable, and we really didn’t want

to leave. Unfortunately, we had an appointment scheduled to view properties in Sarteneja at

the northern tip of Belize, so after a few days of rest and relaxation, we had to leave this little

bit of paradise. The next morning, we started our trip north. We caught a boat ride with a

fisherman and headed to Placencia, where we stayed for a few days before continuing the

journey to Sarteneja.We really enjoyed the lovely village of Placencia. Many expats and

tourists have discovered this quaint little town on the sea, which has a perfect anchorage for

cruisers. In response, Placencia indulges spoiled gringos with grocery stores that carry items

from “home,” such as heavy cream, Dr Pepper, Coco Loco, and bacon. This quaint town also

offers restaurants that serve extensive menus (versus the usual chicken with rice and beans),

colorful beach houses, beautiful beaches, fresh fruit and vegetable markets, a bread bakery,

marinas, water sports, and jungle tours, all accessible by many miles of concrete and sand

walkways. There is one double-lane highway in and out for automobiles, but many residents

and visitors walk, bus, and bike in lieu of driving a car.As much as we enjoyed our stay in

Placencia, it was time to continue our real estate search by taking a bus trip to Sarteneja, an

enlightening experience in and of itself. Over the years, we have found that in Belize, bus trips

are long and hot but always interesting. They are also very inexpensive. Our bus trip from

Placencia to Sarteneja was an all-day affair lasting from sunrise to dark with a multitude of

stops along the way. The trip spanned all of Belize from south to north, and it provided us with

an excellent introduction to the cultures in Belize. On this particular trip, two Mennonite men

boarded the bus in overalls and long-sleeved shirts with large, brimmed straw hats. They were

carrying sacks of potatoes and onions to sell in the city.In fact, many people use the bus to

transport goods as well as themselves. We heard conversations in Mayan, Chinese, and a sort

of Creole English, along with an assortment of languages from European tourists. The Creole

was spoken very fast, but it was possible to recognize a word here and there if we listened

closely. Almost everyone could speak English and was quite willing to engage in

conversation.The buses we experienced were usually old school buses with no air conditioning

and hard seats, which made them pretty uncomfortable for long trips. Whenever the bus

stopped, people and goods boarded or unloaded. Equipment such as broken mowers and

sacks of produce were hauled in through the back door. Often the bus driver allowed local

vendors on to peddle cold coconut water in a plastic bag, homemade fried plantain chips, fruit,

and homemade sweets. The vendors seemed to be much appreciated by everyone, including

Laquita and me.The first bus took us from Placencia through Belmopan in central Belize to

Belize City and then on to Orange Walk. We then had to make a connection from Orange Walk

to Sarteneja. The layover lasted several hours, which gave us time to have a late lunch of rice

and beans and chicken at a small café and grab a beer at the bar next to the bus stop.While

we were waiting in the bar, we noticed a group of young men drinking, laughing, and enjoying

themselves. They were a friendly group, and we soon found out they were a group of fishermen

from Sarteneja. They were returning home by bus after a successful fishing trip, which had

lasted for a number of weeks. They were having a good time with money from their bounty and

were excited to return home to family and friends. I was very interested to learn more about



their fishing, the wooden boat they had been on, and property in Sarteneja, and they were

happy to answer my questions. They had wonderful things to say about Sarteneja: the village

was beautiful, the people were friendly, the boats were fabulous, and the fishermen were really

skillful.The final stretch of the trip to Sarteneja was probably the worst and most interesting

part of the journey. The road was composed of gravel, with lots of potholes due to the recent

rains. The bus bounced around dramatically, but the bouncing had no apparent effect on the

speed of the bus, the bus driver, or the rest of our fellow travelers.The group of fishermen were

now seated in the back of the bus, happily drinking beer and carrying on loudly. After about an

hour into the trip, one of the fishermen stumbled to the front of the bus and talked to the bus

driver. A few minutes later, the bus driver stopped on the side of the road near a few houses.

As we wondered what was occurring, eventually several of the young fishermen got off the bus.

After a wait of about ten minutes, they returned from one of the houses with several cases of

beer in hand. They returned to their seats in the back of the bus, and the bus continued. The

young fishermen became even drunker and louder, although I must say they continued to be

polite to the passengers around them.What happened next really surprised me. Once again, a

polite but obviously drunken fisherman stumbled to the front of the bus for a word with the

driver. The bus stopped immediately, and all the fishermen made their way off of the bus. None

of the other passengers seemed bothered, but Laquita and I stared out the window to see why

we had stopped. It soon became apparent that we had stopped for a “pee break,” with the

gravel road serving as the restroom. Soon we were back on the road, and after a lot more

bouncing around, we finally arrived in Sarteneja.The village itself was quaint and quiet, and the

cabana we rented had a lovely breeze from the sea. The people in the village were extremely

friendly. Over the next few days, we looked at a couple of properties in and around Sarteneja.

They were nice, but the water was not as clear in Chetumal Bay as it was on the Caribbean

side of the country, and the reef, which was so important to us, was a good distance away.Our

property search ultimately led us back to Englishtown and to one of the properties shown to us

by Sue and Chris from Steppingstones. The lot was down the beach from Steppingstones,

making us neighbors with Sue and Chris, Wilma and Dennis, and Craig. The property was

overgrown like the jungle, but it had a beautiful beach. The lot had 112 feet of beautiful beach

frontage and it was 225 feet deep. The property cost was within our budgetLike all properties in

Englishtown, the lot could only be accessed by boat. The easiest way to get to the property

was to drive to the village of Monkey River and take a two-mile boat ride to the beach. It was

about ten miles south of Placencia and ten miles west of the large barrier reef; we were certain

we’d enjoy spending time in both places. The view from our property also included a small caye

with a great little reef around it that was only a short kayak paddle away. This tiny, low-elevation

island, which was named Great Monkey Caye, offered great anchorage, snorkeling, and

fishing. We could not have been more pleased with our purchase.Now that we finally owned

our beachfront property, we would need a boat to reach it. A sailboat, of course.Postcard-

perfect view of Great Monkey Caye from our property.Chapter TwoThat’s Our Next BoatA s you

may have expected—particularly if you’re a sailor—immediately after purchasing our beach-

front property, our thoughts and energy locked straight on the phrase new boat. After all, we

needed the right sailboat to take us to our property and to sail the beautiful cayes and reefs.

Figuring out how to build a house with only boat access might prove to be very challenging, but

it could wait. Choosing a sailboat would definitely be much easier, and the time was now.As

I’ve mentioned, Laquita and I were not new to sailing. We knew a lot about sailboats, and we

knew what we did not want in our next boat: complications. We had previously sailed the

Bahamas on our 1984 Pearson 367, which was a great cruising boat. However, she was fairly



old, and she had every modern convenience you can cram on a small boat, including air

conditioning, hot showers, refrigeration, a diesel generator, and an electric windless. Yes, we

had thoroughly enjoyed these conveniences—until they started breaking. We knew that if we

did not make a careful decision now, we might spend a lot of our future cruising time and

money on maintenance and repairs.We knew we wanted a boat that was simple (not a lot of

stuff to break), large enough to cruise on for days or even weeks at a time, rugged enough to

stand groundings, and built with a shallow draft to allow cruising to remote beaches and

lagoons. Up until then, we had always owned sailboats made with the marvel of fiberglass. But

in Belize we saw a lot of traditional wooden sailboats that were quite beautiful, and now they

definitely caught our eye. These wooden boats were historically used as fishing craft, but some

were being redesigned for the tourism trade. They seemed to meet most of our criteria, and

even though we knew little about wooden boats, we were enthralled by the beautiful exotic

woods used in their construction.As we looked into these wooden boats, we found that they

had quite a history. Some of the first wooden sailboats in Belize were built when all goods and

passengers in the country were carried under sail in the inner sea between the mainland,

reefs, and islands. The boats were called lighters, and they were built starting in the early

1900s in the traditional western Caribbean fashion, probably modeled after vessels in the

Yucatan, Honduras, and Cuban waters. They were usually gaff-rigged sailboats that were open-

holed cargo carriers. These boats were generally much larger than the fishing boats (about 40

feet in length) and had a very shallow draft. Sadly, the introduction of roads and internal

combustion engines have made these sailing vessels almost nonexistent today.Even so, some

fishermen in Belize do use wooden sailboats, many of which were built in the fishing village of

Sarteneja in northern Belize. The heyday for these wooden fishing boats started in the 1960s,

when the national fishing cooperative took over the fisheries from foreign middlemen. Now

some of these boats continue to take six or seven young and strong fishermen to the lobster

and fishing grounds of the barrier reef. The young fishermen we had met on our first bus trip to

Sarteneja had told us about their fishing trips. The fishermen find lobster and fishing spots

along the reef and free dive from their dugouts to spear their prey from as deep as 50 feet.

Each fisherman marks each fish or lobster he catches with a unique notch in the tail so the

catch can be kept separate for payment. They generally fish for about two weeks or until the ice

in their large, built-in fish containers runs out; then they bring their bounty to Belize City or

other coastal towns to sell.The group of fishermen and the shipwrights who build their boats

are a proud lot. The fishermen realize the skill and strength it takes to free dive and spear the

lobster and fish, and they are proud of their fishing and sailing ability. They also appreciate the

beauty and nature that they get to experience every day. The shipwrights are proud of their skill

in crafting boats and the beautiful boats they produce from local and exotic woods.

Unfortunately, this type of traditional fishing boat is being systematically threatened by the

increasing popularity of fiberglass fishing boats, the lack of affordable timber sources, the

economics of moving from fishing to tourism, and the fact that the knowledge of the master

craftsmen is not being passed on to future generations.Wooden fishing boats with dugouts in

Belize City after dropping off their catch.I have to say that the suitability of the sailing craft for

our purposes—as well as the thought of potentially having one of the last of these stunning

boats built just for us—played heavily into our decision-making. After many inquiries, we found

that a few of these boats were still being built in the fishing village of Sarteneja, and we tracked

the name of one of the few master craftsmen still around. Juan Guerrero had a reputation of

being the best shipwright of these boats in all of Belize.We decided to take another trip to

Sarteneja and meet with Juan to discuss the possibility of him building a boat for us. Our visit



with Juan was enlightening and we left excited. As we had discovered on a previous trip,

Sarteneja is a quaint little fishing village with gravel roads and an eclectic group of houses

ranging from what might be called shacks to a few modern houses. Juan lived in one of the

nicer houses in the village. Behind his house was a large shed for building wooden boats, and

this was where the magic happened.Juan had earned a good bit of status in the village, both

for his craftsmanship and his politics. (He once served as mayor.) In the fishing village of

Sarteneja, the primary language was Spanish; Juan spoke very good English. He was happy to

show us a boat he was currently working on, a 40-foot sailboat he was building for a local

expat. It was close to completion, and just the variety of exotic wood used to build the craft

made it a beauty. He told us that he had been building boats since he was 16, when he had

apprenticed with Carlos Cruz, a renowned shipwright, for years. I eventually spoke to Carlos

during a later visit, and according to Carlos, “The student surpassed the teacher.” Juan took

that statement as the ultimate compliment.One of Juan’s wooden boats used in the tourism

trade.Juan, who was 58 years old when we met him, had already built 28 boats in his lifetime.

He proudly showed us pictures of a number of the boats he had built, and he talked to us about

the building process and the cost for building a boat. At that point, I was already sold on using

Juan as our boat builder, but before I took that big step I knew I needed to sail in one of these

boats just to be sure it was what I expected.Juan arranged for us to sail in one of his boats in

Caye Caulker. This time we took the Thunderbolt, a fast ferry boat, to Ambergris Caye, and

then the ferry to Caye Caulker. The trip was not nearly as interesting as a bus trip, but it was

certainly much faster.The sailing trip on one of Juan’s boats was amazing. The boat was, of

course, beautiful and the craftsmanship was excellent. Surprisingly, the boat had no winches or

anything to give the sailor a mechanical advantage. Instead, everything was handled with brute

strength. Being shallow-drafted, the boat did not point well, but on a beam reach or downwind,

the boat positively screamed. With enough wind, she would even get up on a plane.Okay, I

thought, this is fun. I have to own a boat like this. I also knew I would have to figure out how to

manage the big mainsail. I would definitely need winches.A few days later, we were back at

Juan’s house securing the deal. We created a handwritten agreement, and we both signed it.

The deal was done. We bought the boat for $35,000 (Belize), which equates to $17,500 (U.S.).

This price did not include paint, outboard motors, boom, ballast material, sails, and rigging. We

were truly excited; it felt like we were not only getting a great boat at a really good price, but

also a wooden masterpiece.Before Juan could begin working on our boat, he had to finish the

boat for “Rasta Man,” a French expat with dreadlocks who was living in Sarteneja. According to

Juan, this would take a few months. During this period, we continued making trips to Belize

from our home in Louisiana to determine how to eventually get a house on our off-the-grid

property and to check in with Juan and the boat.
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Lynn Brayton, “Great read for sailors or adventurous travelors. This was a very entertaining

book about building a wooden boat in Belize. If you are interested in sailing or living in

Belize,you would really enjoy this book. It's is light read with fun stories from a very

adventurous couple.”

MM, “Fascinating and practical guide to Island living. Easy and fluent to read. Engaging style

with interesting and humorous recountings of the adventure.”

brhineha, “Fun & entertaining !. I met the author and attended his first book signing held inside

a laid-back waterside spot known by locals as the ‘Beach House’. The venue couldn’t have

been more apropos, as it is located about a block from many sailor’s favorite playground, Lake

Pontchartrain, in Mandeville, Louisiana. The signing was entertaining and fun to attend. Bill

Phillips is personable, and quite comfortable interacting with the audience (of which there were

several). He was well prepared with several amusing, behind the scene vignettes about Belize

during the time the boat was being built, and the book was being written. If you get the chance

to meet Mr. Phillips in person, do so, and he will willingly sign your copy of his book (and if you

are lucky, he will even draw nifty picture of a sail boat on the flyleaf page of your book!).Oh,

and by the way – the book was a fun and quick read.”

jaclyn klapperich, “A great book!!!. Whether you’re interested in sailing, wooden boat building or

just looking for a good read, this book will not disappoint!The added Short stories from family

members mix in differing and often comical perspectives to the already almost unbelievable

true accounts by the author. The book is full of colorful photos and incredible watercolors

painted by the authors oldest son. You will probably start planning your next vacation after the

first few chapters, and this paperback makes as great carryon! Enjoy!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Adventures in Paradise!. Relax, prop your feet up and get prepared to

enjoy the adventures of a couple who love sailing and are going on a journey in search of their

perfect retirement venue. Experience their adventures and mis-adventures as they have their

own sailboat built, learn the nuances of of sailing it, snorkel, sail and fish the Belizean coast by

themselves and with family and friends. Their journey is entertaining, funny, and

heartwarming. The many watercolors and photos in the book enhance your reading

enjoyment.”

Debra Luthy, “The joy of bare boating. The description of the islands and barrier reef next to

Belize is so elegant you can picture it in your mind. It is a fee-good book about travel and tips

from experienced flops and successes. Their are many good restaurants in Belize, but you

know you are at a five-star restaurant when the hostess sprays you with bug spray before

seating you.”

G McConnell, “Like having a beer with a friend. Reading Island Time and enjoying the pictures

and beautiful watercolor paintings is like sitting with an old friend, drinking beer and laughing



as he talks about his adventures. Benny the IGCD and the snake story are hilarious!”

The book by Ace Atkins has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 7 people have provided feedback.
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